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LOCATION: UNIversITy Of BrIdgepOrT

UNveILINg Of  
drAfT prOJeCT ALTerNATIves

eveNT dATe: JULy 23, 2016
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Resilient Bridgeport held a design workshop on July 23rd  
at the University of Bridgeport - Student Center Great Room.

The following is a summary of representative discussion points and questions to 
help guide ongoing community engagement in the design and planning process.
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eveNT sCHedULe

Introductory PresentatIons, 11:00 a.m.- 12:00 p.m.
Welcome, Project Introduction and Facilitation (11:00)  
– Carmen Nieves, President South End NRZ
Introduction to Project History, Goals and timeline (11:20)  
– David Kooris, State of Connecticut Department of Housing
overview of Process Goals and strategy (11:30) 
– Aron Chang, Waggonner & Ball Architects
strategy components (11:35) 
– Alan Plattus, Yale Urban Design Workshop with David 
Waggonner, Waggonner & Ball Architects, Roni Dietz, ARCADIS 
and David Kooris, State of Connecticut Department of Housing

LuncH & revIeW oF Project rePorts, 12:00 p.m
 
Breakout GrouPs, 1:00 p.m

a. study area strategy Group
B. Project area Group 

rePort oF GrouP Work, 2:30 p.m

July 21 Marina Village Community Center 
733 South Ave.
6 to 7:30 p.m.
with light refreshments 

July 23 University of Bridgeport - Great Room
Student Center, 244 University Ave.
11 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
with light lunch

Come learn about the Resilient Bridgeport planning project 
and preview what it means for Marina Village.

11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Project Overview & Work Sessions
3 to 4 p.m. Optional Site Visits

Unveiling of Draft Project Alternatives

What is Resilient Bridgeport?

Strategies, Projects, and Mock-ups
For more information, contact: 
Nicole Seeley at (203) 290-4255
info@resilientbridgeport.com

resilientbridgeport.com

WAGGONNER & BALLWAGGONNER & BALLWAGGONNER & BALLWAGGONNER & BALL
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sTUdy AreA & prOJeCT AreA

Project Introduction
Project Area
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The PROJECT AREA, is indicated by the dotted red circle on this map. This is the area within which a demonstration project will 
be constructed as part of Resilient Bridgeport.

The STUDY AREA includes the South End, a portion of Downtown and a portion of Black Rock is shown on this map. Resilient 
Bridgeport is developing a resilience strategy for this area.
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dIscussIon FacILItators 
David Waggonner, Waggonnner & Ball Architects
Aron Chang, Waggonnner & Ball Architects
David Kooris, State of Connecticut Department of Housing
Shivani Shedde, Yale Urban Design Workshop

dIscussIon PartIcIPants
Edie Cassidy, Bridgeport American Youth Soccer
Barbara Kelly, South End NRZ Resident
Phil Moreschi, Fuss and O’Neill
Cary White, The Nature Conservancy
Maisa Tisdale, Mary & Eliza Freeman Center for History and Community
Robert Foley, Project manager/ Resident of Black Rock
Kim Stevenson, Connecticut Green Bank
Tom Jost, Parsons Brinckerhoff
Clopha Deshotel, Neighborhood Resident
Steve Tyliszczak, Neighborhood Resident
Allen Kratz, Rebuild by Design
Liz Torres, Bridgeport Neighborhood Trust
Chris Wigren, CT Trust for Historic Preservation

* some participants floated between groups

WOrksHOp grOUps: sTUdy AreA sTrATegy
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Integrated Approach

Strategy

integrated approachWOrksHOp grOUps: sTUdy AreA sTrATegy
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sUrge prOTeCTION

Study Area

Perimeter Surge Protection

opportunities to leverage
flood control with 
community gardens
 wanted

Quality Food 
Market 
Downtown

Seaside Village has 
100 year old cast iron 
sewer lines that are in 
bad shape. We have to 
separate laterals too.

BUILDING TYPES & DETAILS

THE COASTLINE CHANGES   THE CITY CHANGES

SHIFTING COASTLINE

Bridgeport’s South End built environment is a patchwork of abutting 
neighborhoods, with residential, commercial, and industrial urban fabrics 
composed of different building types at different scales and from different eras. 

WHO IS ON THE DESIGN TEAM?

Harborcoal pile

This location has flooded 
with a minimum of 4-5 
feet during Irene + Sandy. 
Biomedical waste processing 
here is disturbing and seems 
very irresponsible.

Reclaim these 
industrial areas for use 
by common manmade 
mountains for skiing 

Want all kinds of 
personal watercraft 
in this harbor

Affordable 
Housing

Significant concern about East 
End resiliency. Don't leave out 
the East End of Bridgeport in 
your negotiations.

Can this project engage 
the people uptown to take 
an interest in downtown? 
Greater connectivity?

Concern that there 
is not enough 
neighborhood play 
space for neighborhood 
children

The coastline of Bridgeport has experienced continuous modification since 
the area was first inhabited and urbanized. In addition to natural forces such 
as longshore drift, economic pressures on real estate from industrial and 
commercial interests have resulted in a process of landfilling, both along the 
edges of the city (as on the east side of the South End) and within former 
shallow marsh areas (as on the west side of the South End). These modifications, 
compounded by increasing levels of imperviousness, have impacted the way that 
rain flows across the surface of the land during a storm. Construction in former 
lowland areas, along both sides of Cedar Creek and the edges of the South 
End has resulted in inhabited areas with high groundwater levels and chronic 
flooding.

Piping Plover

Sturgeon

1920s

1870s
The late 19th century 
and early 20th century in 
Bridgeport were characterized 
by rapid urbanization 
and industrialization. The 
city expanded out from 
downtown to the north and 
south. Fayerweather Island 
was still truly an island.

Typical South End two-family house

Typical South End 20th century industrial loft building

Typical South End 20th century apartment building

2016Waggonner & Ball
New Orleans-based  firm with expertise in 
architecture, planning, and urban design

Some people call sturgeon “primitive fish,” 
because their shape and appearance have 
changed so little since the earliest fossil record.  
They are recognizable by their long bodies, 
smooth skin, barbels, and many rows of bony 
plates. Around the world, they live in river 
deltas and estuaries, which are places where 
saltwater and freshwater mix. 

The piping plover is a small shorebird with 
long yellow legs and a short neck. Plovers are 
ground foragers, running along sandy beaches   
and visually searching out insects and small 
aquatic invertebrates to peck or snatch. The 
plover is threatened and endangered in many 
parts of the world due to loss of habitat.

barbels

Community Engagement
Dorgan Architecture & Planning
Bridgeport Neighborhood Trust
Donald Watson

ARCADIS
International environmental consultancy and 
engineering firm with expertise in  hydrology, 
ecology, and economics

Yale Urban Design Workshop
Community design center based at the School 
of Architecture that provides communities 
with planning and design assistance 

Between 1850 and 1920, 
Bridgeport grew from a town 
of around 7,500 to a city of 
145,000 people, becoming 
the fifth largest city in New 
England. Industrial and real 
estate development placed 
increasing pressure on 
Bridgeport’s landscape.

Development has shaped 
the land in different ways: 
hardening of coastal edges 
and riparian corridors, 
breakwater construction, and 
landfilling created new land 
and connected the South End 
to Fayerweather Island. 

surGe ProtectIon aLIGnments
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black rock

IntroductIon: At the start of session, participants were asked to mark their homes with yellow pins and mark locations 
important to them with white pins. In addition, the were asked: “What do you think about raising Wordin Avenue?” The primary 
benefits were described as forming a connection to Fairfield Avenue and to I-95 as well as providing dry egress for low-lying 
areas in the West Side.

raIsInG roadWays

“Would it be more beneficial to raise Wordin Avenue or is it better 
to provide perimeter protection by wrapping a raised area around 
Captain’s Cove and Bostwick Avenue?”

“What are the benefits of raising Howard Avenue?”

“To what elevation would roadways be raised?”

“How will the challenges created by raising the road be addressed?”

WOrksHOp grOUps: sTUdy AreA sTrATegy
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otHer QuestIons

comments

“Can Cedar Creek be cleaned?”

“Can the PT Barnum representatives be brought into this dialogue?”

“Can the raised road strategy be combined with a greening strategy?” 

General agreement that green access to Cedar Creek would be of 
benefit.

“There is a need to further develop the strategies for Black Rock.”

Raised Egress and Access
Study Area

raIsed eGress and access

black rockWOrksHOp grOUps: sTUdy AreA sTrATegy
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oPPortunItIes IdentIFIed

To fund the adaptive reuse of 
mill buildings on Main Street, 
a recommendation was made 
for funding from the Historic 
Preservation Office. It was noted 
that this funding is not applicable 
for any form of housing, unless 
there is a substantial commercial 
establishment on the lower floor 
and it is located above the 100 
year floodplain. 

“Locate factory sites along 
Hancock Avenue.”

Develop business on Main 
Street. The group agreed that 
developments could be higher 
on the east side of Main, but 
did not want to disturb the low-
density fabric on the west side 
of the street. 

“Make Broad Street more 
inviting”, so that it becomes a 
primary thoroughfare.

Create a bike path along Broad 
Street that will connect Park 
Avenue to Downtown. It was 
asked, “would a pathway cutting 
through the parking lots would 
be identified as undesirable or 
unsafe?” Residents responded 
that this is not a concern.

south end dry egressWOrksHOp grOUps: sTUdy AreA sTrATegy
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A third option is a berm that abuts 
60 Main, turns left at Bridgeport 
Energy on Atlantic Street and then 
continues down Whiting Street 
and Singer Avenue as floodwalls 
located in the public right of way. 

perIMeTer prOTeCTION sTrATegIes - eAsT sIde Of sOUTH eNd

IntroductIon: A raised road along University Avenue along with a north-south perimeter strategy could take Main Street 
out of flood risk.
 
The three potential alignments were discussed:

The first option is perimeter 
protection along the water’s edge 
(which would be a sea wall or sheet 
piles). This strategy would protect 
the most area. However, it would 
potentially be the tallest, the most 
expensive and would require EPA 
clearances. 

The second is perimeter protection 
along the western of the coal plant. 
It is explained that even though this 
sounds like an attractive option, 
it provides the least protection to 
PSE&G. 

Participants ask if the second – west 
of the coal plant strategy - could be 
a berm with a trail, and if so, what 
elevation would be required? 

QuestIons & FeedBack

Is there a way in which the first – 
water’s edge strategy - could be 
green? 

Those present did appear 
convinced by the third strategy.
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perIMeTer prOTeCTION sTrATegIes - eAsT sIde Of sOUTH eNd

otHer QuestIons & comments

It was suggested that there is potential to develop Bridgeport 
(or the South End) into a garden city/ garden edge. The 
potential of harnessing residents’ interests in gardening and 
planting empty lots was described. 

“Can the Sikorsky site be used for innovative industry?”  
“Can ‘dirty industry’ be pushed away from Cedar Creek?”  
The group agrees that the South End should be a place to live 
and work, and that certain businesses need to be brought to 
the water’s edge while others need to move away.

The question was asked, “Can the construction of resilient 
housing prototypes or building adaptations to reduce flood 
risk stimulate the local economy and otherwise benefit the 
community as a whole?” 
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otHer QuestIons & comments

perIMeTer prOTeCTION sTrATegIes - eAsT sIde Of sOUTH eNd

The possibility of developing the Black Rock area into a 
more water sports friendly arena with facilities for kayaking/
rowing (like the Bronx River initiative) was suggested.

Several of the resident opinioned that the park doesn’t need 
so much grass. They are generally open to the construction 
of a wetlands within the park. 

Member of Bridgeport American Youth Soccer (BAYSO) 
suggested that playing fields be designed to prevent 
flooding. Concerns over the flooding of several soccer 
fields towards the west side of Seaside Park were voiced. 
It was suggested that playing fields could be relocated 
onto a raised platform. 

* Photo Credit: Rebuild by Design
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dIscussIon FacILItators 
Alan Plattus, Yale Urban Design Workshop
Roni Ditz, ARCADIS
Jared Abraham, Yale Urban Design Workshop
Alex Felson, Yale Urban Design Workshop

dIscussIon PartIcIPants
Steve Tyliszczak, Bridgeport Landing
Seola Garcia, Student
Kaitlin Carcia, Student
Uli Fernandez, Resident
Diego Celis, Resident
Sarah Halle, ARCADIS
Dr. David Williams
Jason Wiliams, Milone and Macbroom
Huan Ngo, Biologist
Bill Coleman, City of Bridgeport
Davey Ives, New York City Parks Department
Alfred, Resident
Kevin O’Niell, HUD 
Megan O’Niell, Student
Alexandria Finn, Resident 
Lydia Silvas, Resident
Carmen Nieves, Resident & Chair of South End NRZ
Dan Donovan, NuPaver
Nancy Pruhaer
Rachel Plattus, New Economy Coalition
Caroline, Seaside Village
Richard Hanley, CT Depart of Transportation 

* some participants floated between groups

WOrksHOp grOUp: prOJeCT AreA
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Integrated Approach

Project

prOJeCT AreA integrated approach
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prOJeCT AreA: marina village and seaside village

IntroductIon: The discussion began by presenting a conceptual plan for a possible pilot project for managing stormwater 
centered on Iranistan Avenue. The concept includes ‘green streets’ that use a strategy of planted retention areas at the higher 
elevations on Park St. and  ‘blue streets’ with daylit stormwater at lower elevation such as along Iranistan and in Seaside 
Park.

QuestIons & FeedBack (BLue & Green InFrastructure)

Participants generally 
approved of the idea and 
were eager to learn more 
details.

“Who is responsible for maintaining 
new infrastructure?” There is general 
concern that the community would be held 
responsible.

“Who gives assurance that a new system would work as intended?” 
It is confirmed that this is an issue and descibed the work of ARCADIS 
as essential to understanding the site and its constraints.

In response to the proposed ‘blue’ strategy of daylighting a bioswale on 
Iranistan Avenue the group expressed the concern that naturalizing portions 
of the swale could be problematic.

The opinion was expressed that a more naturalistic bioswale would be 
appropriate for areas that are harder to maintain such as areas with rocks and 
boulders rather than within a constructed landscape.

* Photo Credit: Rebuild by Design
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INfrAsTrUCTUre dIAgrAMs: blue and green streets

Project Area

Green and Blue Streets

Project area: 
PossIBLe conFIGuratIon oF BLue & Green streets
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prOJeCT AreA

Residents of Seaside Village use South 
Ave. as an evacuation route. This street 
was identified for its dry access and egress 
potential, however it may need to be raised to 
fulfill this purpose in the future.

Concern was expressed about the high density 
of parking on Iranistan Ave. Area residents 
expressed a preference for less parking 
near intersections to allow for visibility from 
perpendicular streets.

* Photo Credit: Rebuild by Design

other
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IntroductIon: The concept of developing a portion of Seaside Park as a series of ‘plateaus’ that contain playing fields at 
the surface and water retention areas below the surface was presented. Benefits would include providing a positive image for 
the Project and the opportunity to include a community education component.

The area required for a soccer field was discussed, it was confirmed that the 
existing tight perimeter around the existing fields is adequate. When asked about 
the idea of a raised multi-use field on the northern side of Seaside Park, the 
representative replied that this is not ideal because multiple sports tend to happen 
simultaneously.

In general, developing the 
ballpark was viewed as having 
the potential to positively 
combine youth recreation 
with flood mitigation. It was 
suggested that this is a great 
approach to water retention as 
the ball fields might act like giant 
sponges.

A representative of 500 kids who play 
soccer on the fields, it was noted that the 
northern fields are usually dry; however, 
the larger fields toward the dike tend to 
flood during a big rain event. Currently, not 
many games are lost due to flooding in an 
average season. However, there is fear that 
this could change with rising sea levels and 
larger storms.

deveLoPInG tHe BaLL FIeLds and Water retaInaGe:

feedback / questionsprOJeCT AreA: seaside park (ball park)

* Photo Credit: Rebuild by Design
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deveLoPInG tHe BaLL FIeLds and Water retaInaGe:

In regard to the ‘Plateau’ concept, it was recommended that low 
plantings separate playing fields and that, despite the change in 
elevation, bridges aren’t required to connect the Plateaus. This 
could be accomplished with pathways between the different levels.

There was an acknowledgment that, 
rather than a seawall or single berm, a 
series of terraced landscapes leading 
from the water’s edge could incrementally 
provide more protection as the park 
reaches north toward Seaside Village.

Seaside residents offered that portions of their property 
near the current Yale/ Seaside Village rain garden could 
be used for water retention.

prOJeCT AreA: seaside park (ball park)

* Photo Credit: Rebuild by Design

feedback / questions
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A question was raised about the feasibility of 
employing a causeway or berm located just below 
the northernmost fields to protect  neighborhoods 
from flooding. In response it was noted that a 
continuous causeway that connects back to high 
ground would be required.

The question was asked, “Is there any benefit to 
planting on the beach?”

prOJeCT AreA: seaside park (ball park) other
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prOJeCT AreA: south end and downtown dry egress

IntroductIon: 
In the South End, the discussion focused on both Park Avenue and the potential 
for an additional eastern egress greenway corridor linked to the upcoming NDRC 
berm project and potentially to the ongoing Pequonnock River Trail project 
(linking Seaside Park to Beardsley Park and points farther north). Main Street was 
discussed as the historic connection between the South End and Downtown that 
was cut off by the 1990s construction of the ballpark and the recent solidifcation 
of the viaduct. Broad Street was discussed as the primary circulation corridor for 
students at the University of Bridgeport to recreational trails, Greater Bridgeport 
Transit, and the University Shuttle. The resilient corridor ultimately implemented for 
egress would present a spine of development opportunities for the neighborhood, 
extending the Downtown TOD (Transit Oriented Development).

Fairfield Avenue, John Street, and State Street were discussed as resilient corridor 
routes to link the core of the downtown to the train station with raised egress. 
Fairfield Avenue was discounted because of the need to return to lower elevation 
to get underneath the railroad to reacht Steel Point, I-95 and points east. John 
Street was preferred due to its potential for placemaking at the train station plaza. 
State Street is a secondary opportunity. One difficulty at the train station is that 
though the dry egress would connect downtown to the station waiting room and 
southbound platform, the connection from those components of the facility to the 
northbound platforms is under the tracks and, therefore, would remain vulnerable 
to flooding. Options for linking the two platforms over the tracks were explored.

* Photo Credit: Rebuild by Design
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FeedBack & QuestIons 
(eGress/ deveLoPment strateGIes):

Concurrence that the high ground parcels around 
Myrtle Avenue and Warren Street offer additional 
development opportunities.

Connecting to the railroad might not be as helpful 
as intended, as train lines have historically shut 
down during major storm events.

Some concern about development along the 
Broad Street corridor in the South End and 
the potential for it to be out of scale with the 
surrounding neighborhood; no concern about 
development east of Main Street.

prOJeCT AreA: south end and downtown dry egress

Questions about the Gas Plant such as: “where are the pipes 
located?” The Siting Council website: www.ct.gov/csc/site/default.asp 
was identified as a resource for answers to these inquiries.

otHer QuestIons

“What is the future of the coal plant?”

“What is the possibility of raising the Cottage District?” A response 
that this would involve identifying appropriate federal funding. 
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prOJeCT AreA

IntroductIon: Another opportunity for a Project that was presented is development of the commercial block 
between Gregory and Ridge Streets on Iranistan. 

The word ‘demonstration’ was floated as being perhaps better than 
‘Pilot’ for the project title.

Residents expressed that the area described is a magnet for 
loitering and that there are suspicions that drug dealing and 
prostitution take place. Redeveloping this site could potentially 
discourage illegal activity while providing new and needed 
amenities for the neighborhood. “Nobody is going to fight the 
redevelopment of this site.” However. It was also noted that behind 
the stores is an existing park with a horseshoe pit and community 
garden that has merit and is worth being incorporated into a new 
design.

There was a question of whether the Marina Village redevelopment 
could also incorporate commercial retail rather than only providing 
housing.

feedback / questions (commercial redevelopment)
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prOJeCT AreA

Assuming that the Project Area would incorporate ground floor retail, residents 
voiced their opinions on what type of retail should be recruited. There seemed to 
be diverging opinions on whether to keep the store locally owned, or to bring in a 
national chain.

Some voiced a preference for more 
‘little restaurants’ at this location, citing 
that they would have the potential to 
attract students from UB.

It was acknowledged that any 
commercial activity should be 
walkable/pedestrian friendly, from 
UB, Seaside Village and Marina 
Village.

A grocery store or grocery and 
pharmaceutical store, CVS or 
Walgreens was suggested.

It was expressed that a national chain 
store is preferable to something locally 
owned, because it is a more attractive 
amenity.

feedback / questions (commercial redevelopment)
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prOJeCT AreA

Members of the community stated that there should 
be very clear objectives for how the $7.5 Million 
would be used.

One community member asked what would take 
priority: safety, recreation, flood protection, etc.?

It was explained that it should be a goal to 
incorporate as many priorities as possible into the 
project, however, the final product would have to 
be ‘visible’ in order to act as a demonstration.

priorities
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prOJeCT AreA

In relationship to the micro-grid concept, there was 
a question of whether windmills or solar panels 
could be incorporated into a new design.

There was acknowledgment of the historic Seaside 
Village entry and its potential to be incorporated 
into the Project.

It was explained that any Project Area would need 
to be incorporated into a larger strategic drainage 
system for the entire city. He also identified an 
alternative Project site at the intersection of 
University Ave. and Iranistan Ave. noting that this 
site could incorporate the North corner of the ball 
fields and a newly raised Iranistan.

other
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prOJeCT AreA

There was a desire for more green/planting on Cedar Creek 
and a general question about the amount of connectivity 
between the creek and Seaside Village/South Ave. One 
suggestion was that a berm or green edge be employed 
to create a buffer or ‘shield’ between Cedar Creek and 
Seaside.

There was general concern about the location of O&G relative 
to the creek and what it might leach into the water.

The connection from Seaside and Marina Village to 
Downtown Bridgeport was addressed. I-95 is seen as a 
barrier to the north. It encourages commuting across the 
South End on Broad or Lafayette Street prior to making a turn 
north to the Downtown.

A proposal described eliminating the couplet on Railroad 
Avenue and develop a bike and pedestrian thoroughfare 
adjacent to the railroad, similar to the ‘Highline’ in NYC.

other
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WOrksHOp pHOTOs
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WOrksHOp grOUp MOCkUps

Group Work
Components

Component 01

GREEN EDGE

Component 02

RAISED EGRESS

Component 03

PERIMETER 
PROTECTION

Component 04

GREEN & BLUE 
STREETS

Component 05

UTILITY MICROGRIDS

Component 06

BUILDING ADAPTATION & 
DEVELOPMENT



If you have additional ideas or want to expand 
on the ideas shared at the Workshop, please 
send a note to info@resilientbridgeport.com

Facebook.com/resilientbridgeport
Twitter.com/ResilientBPCT


